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Abstract: A new design of a Coplanar Waveguide-Fed (CPW) Ultra Wideband (UWB) Rhombus-shaped antenna for Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) applications is designed and discussed in this work. The antenna has a simple design which is composed by a rhombus-shaped patch and a modified ground plane. The working bandwidth is improved by removing the metal from the upper part of the ground plane surrounding the patch and by introducing a corrugation geometry in the ground plane. The proposed antenna was designed on a low-cost FR4-substrate having a compact size of 0.272λ₀ × 0.2093λ₀ × 0.0157λ₀ at 3.14 GHz. All the simulations were carried out by using the commercially software CST Microwave Studio™. The simulated results show that the designed antenna covers an UWB extending from 3.14 GHz to 13.82 GHz (125.94%) and indicate excellent radiation performances throughout the operating bandwidth. The measured bandwidth is nearly extending between 3.95 GHz and 13.92 GHz (111.58%). Besides, the antenna bandwidth response was checked in close proximity to a mass of Concrete. The obtained results are satisfactory and assure the efficiency of the designed antenna to work as a GPR antenna.
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1 Introduction

ULTRA-WIDEBAND (UWB) signal is defined to be a signal that has a bandwidth of larger than 0.5 GHz and/or a fractional bandwidth superior than 20% [1]. The UWB has been officially allocated by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) in 2002 to exploit an expansive bandwidth of 7.5 GHz expanding from 3.1 GHz to 10.6 GHz band. Within this band, a variety of UWB antennas have been proposed for different applications, such as surfaces penetrating and radar imaging [2-4]. Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) is a beneficial technique that exploits the electromagnetic waves for many applications such as the penetration of surfaces for the detection of objects hidden underneath. Nowadays, the variety of GPR applications require diverse GPR systems with various GPR antennas. GPR is considered as one of the UWB technology application by the employment of UWB antennas in GPR systems for the inspection of sub-surfaces where different penetration depths are needed. Besides, GPR technology could be useful for various media inspection [5-10]. There are several UWB antennas proposed for GPR systems but the majority of them are complex and/or costly like those proposed in [11-22]. Hence, there is constantly a necessity to design novel structures characterized by a high capability of penetration for different GPR systems. In this paper, we propose an easy-to-design, low-profile and low-cost compact CPW-fed Rhombus-shaped antenna for GPR applications. To enlarge the bandwidth, a change is included in the ground plane surrounding the radiating patch. All the simulations presented in this work are accomplished using the software CST Microwave Studio™ release [23]. The capability of penetration for the
fabricated antenna has been verified throughout a mass of Concrete. An excellent capability of penetration is perceived that proves the utility of the antenna for GPR applications.

2 Antenna Design and Results

The detailed configuration and the dimensions of the designed antenna are shown in Fig. 1. The designed antenna is constructed by a Rhombus-shaped radiating patch and a modified ground plane. The antenna shape progression during the design steps is presented in the Fig. 2. We have started our design by a simple monopole antenna (antenna 1) that is composed by a radiating patch surrounded by the ground plane like in [24–26]. The patch, the feed line and the ground plane are printed on the same face of the substrate. In the second stage, a modification was introduced in the ground plane by eliminating the metal from the upper part of the ground plane (antenna 2). The aim of this cut was to affect the mutual coupling in the area between the patch and the ground plane by introducing an additional capacitive coupling. Additionally, the introduced cuts in the ground plane can minimize the weight of the antenna and reduce the conductor losses. In the final stage, a corrugation structure was applied along the edge of the ground plane below the patch (antenna 3) to more affect the capacitive coupling between the ground plane and the patch. Consequently, the working bandwidth and the matching are greatly enhanced after introducing these modifications in the ground plane. The proposed antenna is designed with the use of an inexpensive 1.5-mm-thick FR4 epoxy substrate that has a relative dielectric of 4.4. The overall size of the antenna is only $0.2721\lambda_0\times0.2093\lambda_0\times0.0157\lambda_0$ at 3.14 GHz. An expanded working bandwidth is attained by introducing modifications in the ground plane that affected the inductive and capacitive coupling in the area between the ground plane and the patch. A 50 $\Omega$ CPW transmission line is related to the Rhombus-shaped. The optimized dimensions of the proposed structure are as follows: $L_1=26$ mm, $L_2=4.5$ mm, $L_3=4.71$ mm, $L_4=8.5$ mm, $L_5=3.06$ mm, $L_6=3$ mm, $R=0.5$ mm, $a=4$ mm, $W_1=20$ mm, $W_2=8.5$ mm, $W_3=2.5$ mm, $W_4=1$ mm, $W_5=4.6$ mm, $W_6=5.6$ mm, $b=7$ mm.

Fig. 3 illustrates that an extension of the operational bandwidth of about 4.636 GHz (45.75%) is achieved by eliminating the metal from the upper part of the ground plane (antenna 2). In addition, another extension of about 3.28 GHz (17.91%) is attained by using the corrugation structure on the ground plane (antenna 3). The operational bands and bandwidths of the three antennas are given in Table 1.

![Fig. 1 Detailed configuration of the designed Rhombus-shaped antenna.](image1)

![Fig. 2 Antenna design development, a) Antenna 1, b) Antenna 2, and c) Antenna 3.](image2)

![Fig. 3 Voltage standing wave ratio comparisons of the designed antenna with those of the primary designs.](image3)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Antennas</th>
<th>Working Band [GHz]</th>
<th>BW [GHz]</th>
<th>BW [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Antenna 1</td>
<td>3.056-5.82</td>
<td>2.764</td>
<td>62.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antenna 2</td>
<td>3.15-10.55</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>108.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antenna 3</td>
<td>3.14-13.82</td>
<td>10.68</td>
<td>125.94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Fig. 4 Real and imaginary impedance.

Fig. 5 Simulated VSWR and S11 of the proposed antenna.

Fig. 6 Fabricated prototype.

Fig. 7 Measured and simulated VSWR of the proposed antenna.

Fig. 8 Simulated radiation patterns at forth frequencies; a) xz-plane and b) yz-plane.

Fig. 4 shows that the real part of the antenna impedance characteristic is nearly equal to 50 ohms value that is the impedance of the antenna port. While, the imaginary part is nearly oscillating around zero line which signifies the good adaptation of the designed antenna throughout the working band.

Fig. 5 depicts the calculated Voltage Standing Wave Ratio (VSWR) and the reflection coefficient ($S_{11}$) of the antenna against the frequency. It is shown that the designed antenna works in a wide bandwidth ranging between 3.14 GHz and 13.82 GHz. The fabricated prototype is presented in Fig. 6. Fig. 7 shows that the fabricated prototype is nearly operates between 3.95 GHz and 13.92 GHz. The small inconsistency between the simulated VSWR and the measured one may be attributed to the intolerance in the fabrication and measurement phases, losses in the port of the connection, and to unacceptable effects of the soldering.

The maximized far-field radiation patterns of the designed antenna is simulated in both the xz-plane (H-plane) and the yz-plane (E-plane) for forth resonant frequencies from the operating band: 3.48 GHz, 5.58 GHz, 8.72 GHz, and 12.56 GHz. Fig. 8 shows that the designed antenna has excellent omnidirectional...
patterns in the \(xz\)-plane and nearly bidirectional patterns in the \(yz\)-plane; comparable patterns are presented in [27]. Besides, the far-field radiation patterns undergo very feeble deformations in form at higher frequencies due to the excitation of higher order modes. Fig. 9 indicates that the values of the gain are almost varying between 1.1 dBi and 6.25 dBi which are superior than the values attained in [28]. Furthermore, higher radiation efficiency values of more than 80% are obtained in the considered band which are superior than those obtained in [29].

The evaluation of the pulse dispersion by calculating the group delay and the phase response of the transfer function \((S_{21})\) is crucial in UWB antenna design especially for radar and imaging applications. For the simulations, two antennas were aligned face-to-face and separated by a distance of 0.3 m. The simulated group delay and the phase response of \(S_{21}\) are presented in the Fig. 10. A stable variation of the phase response of \(S_{21}\) with a variation of the group delay less than 0.5 ns are obtained within the working frequency range. The Non-varying responses of the group delay and of the phase response of \(S_{21}\) indicate the low dispersion which is suitable for GPR applications.

3 Ground Penetration Test

A solid masse of Concrete is placed in touch condition with the antenna to check the penetration capability for the antenna. A solid masse of Concrete with an average size of around 160×110×69 mm\(^3\) was fabricated. It was prepared by mixing water with the same fraction of: Grey Portland Cement Powder, White Building Sand, Yellow Building Sand, and Crushed Gravel. Measuring the antenna bandwidth in touch condition with the masse of Concrete is a powerful tool to ensure that the antenna is working with its stated specifications and so to verify the utility of the antenna for GPR applications. As presented in Fig. 11, the fabricated antenna was measured by keeping it in touch condition to the upper face of the fabricated masse for joining the electromagnetic energy into it. Hence, the antenna with the masse of Concrete are considered as a single device that is characterized by its specific characteristics and performances. As given in Fig. 12, an acceptable matching performance is obtained in the considered bandwidth for the antenna with the fabricated masse of Concrete indicating that almost the power provided to the antenna is transmitted which mean a good penetrating capability.

According to [30], the lower frequency of a printed monopole antenna is inversely proportional with its dimensions for these reasons a small difference is observed in lower frequency side (the dimensions of the antenna with Concrete is greater than the dimensions of

![Fig. 9 Gain and radiation efficiency curves obtained by the designed antenna.](image)

![Fig. 10 Simulated group delay and phase response of \(S_{21}\).](image)

![Fig. 11 GPR test setup.](image)

![Fig. 12 VSWR measurements of the antenna alone and with the masse of Concrete.](image)
the antenna alone). Despite the small shifting for VSWR at lower frequency side, the lower frequency edge for VSWR=2 is nearly the same for the antenna alone and with Concrete. Table 2 depicts a comparison of the proposed antenna with some formerly reported GPR antennas. As it is observed, the characteristics and the performances of our uncomplicated design are better or comparable to some other GPR antennas. Consequently, it could be concluded that our design can be very useful for GPR applications.

4 Conclusion

We have proposed an easy-to-design, low-profile and inexpensive compact printed CPW-fed UWB Rhombus-shaped antenna for GPR applications. The operating bandwidth has been extended by introducing modifications in the ground plane surrounding the radiating patch. The calculated bandwidth broadens from 3.14 GHz to 13.82 GHz (125.94%) and the measured bandwidth extends nearly from 3.95 GHz to 13.92 GHz (111.58%). The working of the fabricated antenna is checked through a solid mass of Concrete to check its proficiency to work as a GPR antenna. Suitable results are persuaded that confirm the utility of the antenna for GPR applications.
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